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The Rise and Fall of Phil Darrow 
 

he sheer size of the man in the window seat was enough to 

pique Phil’s curiosity, but the man’s clothes—white button-

down shirt stained yellow at the armpits, cargo shorts torn at the 

pockets—were what lifted Phil’s mood. After his dreadful week in 

Los Angeles with Amanda, it would have been Phil’s luck to find a 

stiff suit in 17A. Everyone was always so rich and serious on 

airplanes. That the enormous man appeared neither rich nor 

serious, and that he seemed, at first glance, to lead a difficult life, 

provided Phil with a secret buoyancy.  

 Already he was planning his approach to meaningful and direct 

conversation, the kind only comrades in misery could appreciate. 

Could they talk about money? Their shared need for more of it? 

 Phil took the aisle seat. He strapped himself in, extended a hand 

to the enormous man, and introduced himself. “Phil Darrow,” he 

said.  

 “Stanley,” the man said. His voice was low, and the “a” in 

“Stanley” was twangy, pinched. Southern.  

 A flight attendant told them to put their seat belts on.  

 Stanley was looking out the window. Phil poked him in the 

forearm.  

 “She means you, big boy,” Phil said.  

 Stanley picked up the ends of the seat belt. When the attendant 

left, Stanley set the buckles down at his sides.  

 “You rebel,” Phil said. 

 “Man of my size,” Stanley said. “Won’t fit anyway.” He looked 

out the window.  

 “Man of your size,” Phil said, “should get one of those seatbelt 

extension thingies.” 

 Stanley’s chest went up and down with every breath. His face 

twitched, and his jaw came unhinged. Otherwise, Stanley didn’t 
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budge. His arm consumed the armrest between them.  

 “Only because it isn’t safe, I mean,” Phil said. “And what if the 

plane crashes? You’ll fly out of your seat. You could die.”  

 “Crash, we’re all dead,” Stanley said.  

  Phil considered this. “Splat,” Phil said. He clapped his hands 

together. “It could all end, like that. Amazing, isn’t it?”   

 “Have some faith in the pilots.” 

 Stanley neither turned his eyes from the window nor broke his 

frown, and Phil understood he’d been too direct and not funny at 

all. So they sat in silence as the plane taxied them around the LAX 

tarmac. The attendants performed their oxygen mask dance.  

 Phil folded his hands and considered how to proceed. Why was 

it so hard to make friends in adulthood? Even in high school, and in 

his year of college, people stepped in, then out of his life. They 

never stayed. Since starting at the grocery eight years ago, he’d been 

on a few dates. Mostly women he’d met on online dating sites, or 

once, a customer who was particularly appreciative when Phil 

advised her hush-hush to go to a nearby co-op for more reasonably 

priced pomegranates. And occasionally he would meet Bob Boyle, 

his boss, at The Rusty Tracks, where Phil would keep Bob company 

while Bob drank cheap whiskey and rooted for the Bucks. But Phil 

wasn’t so delusional as to call that friendship.  

 Sometimes Phil thought of his life as a crumbling little house. 

And where a more confident man might rip out the rotten insides 

and renovate, Phil found himself spending his energy painting and 

remodeling the façade. And the front door was always locked.  

 That is, at least, until Amanda came along and demanded he 

open it.  

 

This one was a quiet group. No wailing babies, no bragging 

businessmen, no grandparents gabbing about grandchildren. All one 

hundred fifty-six of them were unified by feathery, sleepy quiet.  

 Stanley stared at the wing.  

 “What do you see out there?” Phil asked. 
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 Stanley said nothing. Phil leaned forward to see if Stanley’s eyes 

were closed, but they were open and brown and reflected the pink 

sunset hovering above the world.  

Stanley’s wheezing was loud.  

“That’s a pretty bad wheeze,” Phil said.  

“Can’t be helped,” Stanley said. “I’m going to get some thinking 

time in now.” Stanley had a slow, formal kind of rural speech that 

reminded Phil of his grandmother, who spent last year’s Fourth of 

July eating nothing but heaps of cornbread and buttermilk.  

“Thinking does no one any good,” Phil said.  

“Please leave me alone,” Stanley said.  

Phil nodded. He was hurt by this direct order, but to show 

Stanley he was agreeable, he shrugged and made an effort: he pulled 

out a magazine. Instead of reading the articles, he found himself 

looking at the ads. A tan, exotic-looking young woman in a black 

dress held a bottle of tequila. Phil placed his finger on her paper 

neck and traced the outline of her face. Her eyes held so much 

mystery that he could hardly bear it. Around him, the plane was full 

of sleeping people. The woman across the aisle, both seats next to 

her empty, was beautiful. She slept with a pillow against the window, 

and the straw hat she wore was slipping off her head.  

 There was always at least one beautiful woman on every 

airplane, as a rule, and as another rule, that beautiful woman was 

either with a man or was so aloof and wintry that Phil rarely caught 

the magic of her glance. A year ago, he’d met the green eyes of a 

long-haired woman who passed by him as she searched for her seat; 

he’d seen the beginnings of a smile, but was that what it was? Phil 

dreamed about that woman for weeks after, and the pain of not 

knowing her was almost worse than the pain of losing women he’d 

loved over the years. And there had been a few, all gone their 

wondrous ways now, doing busy things with their lives like raising 

children or reporting for local TV stations or running political 

campaigns, and here he was. Leaving Los Angeles to return home 
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after his first and probably last visit to California, which was not for 

an important business trip or conference, but to meet for the first 

time in person Amanda, who’d introduced herself to him in an 

online chat room eight months ago. And except for Amanda, he 

hadn’t told a soul about his plans. He wasn’t up for discussing 

whether he should spend his last savings on this flight. He 

understood this trip as mandatory. Didn’t he want to have children 

one day? If it wasn’t already too late? It was time to thrust everything 

he had into what he’d started to believe was his last chance at 

landing a wife.  

After all, he turned forty last month. He was running out of 

options. Three weeks ago, when he asked Amanda over the phone 

if he should buy the plane tickets, he held a full bottle of sleeping 

pills, lid open, glass of water standing by, in case she said no. The 

silence on the end of the line was shorter than he expected—she said 

yes, and excitedly. They’d done little since but talk about the 

upcoming trip. She would take him to her favorite crab restaurant 

because he’d never had real fresh crab. They’d walk along the shops 

by the beach. They’d kick sand. They wouldn’t go swimming—

Amanda didn’t know how to swim, and anyway the ocean’s 

undertow scared her. Despite the fact that he’d always wanted to 

swim in the ocean—who didn’t?—he was fine with this. He’d skip it, 

for her.  

And although they did go to her favorite crab restaurant, walk 

into beach shops, and make sandcastles as waves lapped against 

their knees, it was all wrong. She was subdued, passionless, so unlike 

how she’d been on the phone and in emails. Where were those 

exclamation points now? Had his looks disappointed her? Granted, 

his hairline had moved back a good half inch or so since that profile 

photo was taken, and his teeth, which weren’t showing at all in the 

photo, were a little crooked, but was Amanda so shallow? It’s not 

like she was a prom queen, either, he thought. Little chubby in the 

waist and cheeks. Hair much thinner than he liked. Some signs of 

age on her neck. But still. When he’d seen the middle-aged woman 
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holding the “Phil Darrow” sign at the gate, and when he’d hugged 

her hello, chubby waist and funny middle-aged-woman smell and all, 

he’d almost begun to cry as he told himself, in his mind—Phil, you 

could love this woman! 

That evening, at dinner, their conversation was clunky, filled 

with accidental interruptions, awkward dead space, phony laughter. 

When he told her, as politely as he could over the plate of crab 

she’d bought him, that apparently he didn’t like crab after all, she 

stared at him over their glasses of Pinot Grigio as though he’d just 

posed an unsolvable math problem. She said, That’s a little rude of 

you to say, don’t you think? And he said, No, no, it’s not that I don’t 

appreciate the dinner—what a pretty room this is, and the wine, too—

the crab, it’s just not what I expected, from, you know, the hype.  

The hype, she repeated.  

When they arrived at her home, he slept in the guest bedroom. 

Later in the week they spent half an hour in a jewelry store on 

the beach, one of those tourist traps where the bracelets are linked-

together sand dollars and the earrings are teal or orange stones too 

lightweight to be genuine. Laughing, Amanda spread several 

necklaces against her throat. When she went outside to take a call 

from her friend, he bought her the only necklace he could afford. 

But after she came back inside and he presented the gift, she shook 

her head. Then she just pocketed the thing, like it might as well have 

been the wad of cash he’d put on the counter to pay for it. Was it 

the one you wanted? he asked. It’s sweet of you, she said, and he 

followed her out into the blazing sun.  

 

Thirty thousand feet above Amanda now, Phil turned the page to 

the next ad. An orange train was moving toward Phil, trees along 

both sides of the track, blue sky above. He stared at the page, and 

soon the blue sky turned a deep purple. The trees on the sides of 

the tracks swayed in the wind, and the sky drew in, pregnant with 

rain, and lightning shot across the page. He moved the train forward 
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on the tracks—it came toward him, and he felt his heart palpitate, 

until the train fell off the paper and down through the canyon 

between Phil’s legs. He scanned the fine print to find what the ad 

was selling, but his thoughts drifted to Stanley. 

Phil closed the magazine. He looked down the aisle. A 

passenger at the front of the plane, an old bald man, sipped golden 

liquid from a V-shaped glass.  

Stanley did indeed appear to be deep in thought. His left hand 

rested under his chin as he squinted into the sunset. Who, Phil 

asked himself, was this man? Does he sit on his porch drinking beer 

until his wife drags him to bed? Does he tell stories of tractors 

breaking down in rainy fields, of his small town’s good old days? 

Everyone was such an alien on an airplane. All this intimate 

strangeness so close together. Freckles, ingrown hairs, sun spots, 

cancerous lesions, red streaks in the eyes. They all represented 

something. Chapped lips, wrinkles, scars. Finger taps and pen twirls. 

Deep breaths, falling eyelids (fatigue from what?), lip licking, hair 

brushing, clenched fists, gritted teeth, sweaty palms.  

The beverage service came. 

“Bloody Mary,” Stanley said.  

“That’ll be eight dollars.” 

“Jesus H.”  

“Cash or credit.” 

“Make it an orange juice.” 

“Scratch that,” Phil said, smiling. He pulled out a twenty and 

waved it around like a flag. “Bloody Mary is on me. And a gin and 

tonic.” 

The attendant handed them the drinks. A few minutes later, the 

lights dimmed. The windows were black ovals. He sat up and 

peered over Stanley’s body, hoping to see the night lights of Earth, 

but there was only blackness. They must have been flying over some 

rural landscape, he thought. Often Phil forgot how much of 

America was farms and farms and farms.  

“Thank you,” Stanley said, holding up his drink and delivering a 
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twisted smile that showed not thanks but constipation or depression 

or both.  

No matter. Phil had him now. Buying the drink put Phil at the 

helm of this two-man vessel.  

“Stanley,” Phil said. Phil glued his eyes to the ceiling of the 

aircraft. “What do you really want to be doing with your life?”  

“That’s a question,” Stanley said. 

“I’m good for something.”  

“I’m a chemist. For a company that paints cars,” Stanley said. 

“I’m happy where I am.” 

“Surely you are. Surely you are,” Phil said. “And I’m happy as 

supervisor of my local grocery’s produce section. But let’s say you 

aren’t happy. And let’s say you’re not painting cars. And you have a 

billion dollars.”  

“I don’t paint cars or anything else. I’m a chemist.” 

“You have a billion dollars. What do you do?” 

“What are you, some kind of salesman?” Stanley said, and he 

laughed and looked back out the window, as if some quiet 

indifference would discourage Phil from asking more questions. 

When he turned around and found Phil staring at him, he let out a 

long, heavy sigh from deep in his chest. 

“Magician. I’d be a magician.” 

Phil nodded and did his best not to crack a smile at the idea of 

Stanley on stage in a top hat, a clever grin on his face, a sexy little 

blonde at his side. Phil said nothing and didn’t break his gaze—this 

to let Stanley know that if there was more, he was welcome to say it. 

“When I was younger I wanted to be on TV. My parents bought 

me a slot on public access. I had some good tricks,” Stanley said. 

When Stanley sipped his red drink, half the liquid disappeared 

from the cup. Phil sipped his gin and tonic to make Stanley feel like 

he wasn’t the only one who needed the buzz.  

“What, cards?” Phil asked. 

Stanley laughed. Then he said, “If I’ve got a billion dollars, I’m 
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doing some real tricks.” 

“Make things disappear?” 

“You watch too many movies,” Stanley said.  

“Can you do one now?”  

“It’s been years.” 

 Phil took a long sip. The drink tasted like lemon-scented 

bathroom cleaner. 

“You see that lady over there?” Stanley said. Stanley pointed a 

finger across the aisle to the woman in the straw hat. 

Phil nodded. 

“Face that direction. Close your eyes and count to ten,” Stanley 

said.  

Phil closed his eyes. Ten, nine, eight, seven—the hum of the 

plane became a fly in his ear, and in the pitch blackness of his 

eyelids, the fields of what Phil imagined to be Stanley’s childhood 

appeared, rainy and dark, a rusty maroon tractor lying dead in the 

center of it, and the corn grew high, the green stalks shuffled in the 

wind, and behind him someone said, Knee high by the Fourth of 

July— 

Phil opened his eyes. The woman was gone. The straw hat 

occupied the seat.  

“You devil,” Phil said.  

“What’s that?”  

“You made that woman disappear. And I doubted you.”  

“The lady? She went to the restroom.” 

“Oh.” 

Stanley reached behind Phil’s ear and revealed a fifty-cent piece. 

“Bet you haven’t seen one of these babies in years,” Stanley said, 

grinning.  

While downing the rest of his gin and tonic in gulps, Phil 

pressed the button to call the attendant. When she came, he 

ordered another, and again he paid her in cash. He planned to savor 

this one drop by drop until the captain told them all to strap in for 

landing; he rarely drank, and was already beginning to feel the 
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alcohol.  

Stanley turned on his reading light, brought a novel up to his 

eyes, and read silently.  

“Do another,” Phil said. “Something I’ve never seen before.”  

The woman with the straw hat returned from the bathroom, sat 

down, and returned to her pillow. 

Stanley shook his head.  

“Was your time in California for business or recreation?”  

“You’re a nosy bastard,” Stanley said.  

“I’m not,” Phil said. He drank too much from his cup and let 

the bubbles fizzle in his mouth. “I’m just lonely.” 

“Aren’t we all.”  

“No,” Phil said. Phil lowered his voice to a whisper. “I bet she’s 

not lonely.” Phil nudged Stanley in his side, and nodded toward the 

woman in the straw hat. 

Stanley did not grin.  

“Is California a place of business or pleasure for you, Stan? Stan 

the Man? Come on. I’m your friend.” 

He lowered his book. “I live in Fresno.” 

“Wouldn’t have pegged you as a Californian,” Phil said. “Your 

accent reminds me of my grandma. She’s from Mississippi.”  

“Awful place,” Stanley said.  

“You grew up there?”   

“No. Going back to my book now.”  

“Why you headed to Milwaukee?” Phil lived in a small 

apartment on Milwaukee’s north side. 

“I’m reading,” Stanley said. 

 

He watched her sleep. Her chest rose and fell, rose and fell. Deep, 

long breaths. Maybe she was having an intense dream.  

It was possible he was better off without Amanda. It dawned on 

him that he had nothing to lose now, so there was no reason to hide 

behind some pretend barrier between him and this woman in the 
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straw hat. The barrier being each other’s strangeness. What did that 

barrier matter, really? Say a few words, and she’s bound to respond. 

Even stubborn Stanley admitted his magician secret. And all Phil 

did was buy him a drink. So, he thought—buy her a drink.  

He’d read recently, in an online article, “Eight Ways to Win 

Her Heart,” that it was crucial to use eye contact, be complimentary, 

and avoid standard small talk. Maybe he’d start with, Everyone 

looks groggy on airplanes, but somehow you’re radiant. Or, That 

straw hat suits your face perfectly—where’d you get it? Where are 

you from, anyway? Is California a place of business or pleasure for 

you?  

Ice knocked against Phil’s teeth when he tried to take another 

sip. He called the attendant again and asked for two gin and tonics; 

one for him, and one for the lady across the aisle. He would 

surprise her with it. 

“Sixteen dollars.” 

Phil went through his wallet and found only six singles. He could 

have sworn he had more. He pulled out his credit card and handed 

it to the woman, who swiped it, then returned it.  

“Your card has been declined,” she said too loudly. The woman 

in the straw hat woke up.  

“Can I give you six dollars in cash, then charge the rest to the 

card?” Phil asked. The attendant’s smile was genuine and kind, 

perfect for this kind of job, where she must run declined cards all 

the time.  

“That’s fine,” the attendant said warmly. He gave her the rest of 

his cash, followed by his card, which she ran. She shook her head.  

“Your card has been declined,” she said again. The woman 

across the aisle removed her straw hat and sat up. For a terrible 

second their eyes met.  

“Maybe you shouldn’t buy the drinks,” Stanley said.  

“I have another card I can use, I just prefer not to,” Phil said. 

This was not true. “It’s no trouble. One moment.”  

Phil dug into his wallet to search for loose coins. He found three 
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quarters, some dimes, several nickels, and a few pennies, but it still 

wasn’t enough. Not even for one drink. 

He could smell the alcohol on his own breath.  

He handed the attendant the mess of change and said, quietly, 

“Please, just one drink. For the lady across the aisle. I’m a bit short, 

I know.” The attendant counted the coins. She smiled a generous 

smile, then handed the money back to him.  

“I’m sorry, sir.”  

Then, magically, a stiff fifty-dollar bill appeared on Phil’s tray. 

He looked at Stanley, who nodded gloomily, as if a demon had 

reached into Stanley’s wallet and placed the money on Phil’s tray 

against Stanley’s will.  

“I will give you the biggest hug when we land,” Phil said. Phil 

handed the fifty to the attendant and bought three drinks: two gin 

and tonics, and one Bloody Mary for his friend Stanley here. When 

she handed him all three drinks, including the second gin and tonic, 

Phil pointed across the aisle.  

“No, for the lady.” 

The attendant swung the drink around her cart and mumbled 

something to the woman in the straw hat, who mumbled something 

back. The attendant set the drink down on Phil’s tray.  

“She doesn’t want it,” the attendant said. Then, “Beverage 

service will now be closed.”  

“But that man up there just received a bowl of soup and a glass 

of wine,” Phil said. 

“That man is in first class,” the attendant said.  

The attendant left. Phil handed Stanley his Bloody Mary.  

“Thank you,” Stanley said, holding his hand up, “but I’m done 

for the evening.”  

Phil reviewed the three drinks in front of him.  

The woman in the straw hat appeared to go back to sleep. He 

knew she was pretending.  

“First class,” Phil said. “I’ve never understood why you’d spend 
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so much money just to sit in a more comfortable seat. Think about 

it.”  

Stanley’s eyes moved back and forth over the pages in front of 

him.  

“Stan, you’re not a talkative fellow. Don’t get me wrong, I love 

you. You paid for my drink, I paid for yours, I like that. It was real 

sweet. Here’s your change, by the way.” 

No response. Phil picked up the Bloody Mary and, eying 

Stanley with a look of vengeance, he downed the whole drink in 

three swallows. Then, eying the woman with the same look, he 

downed what was meant to be her gin and tonic. He tipped the glass 

to coax the cold little beads of gin out of the icy crevices. The cup 

felt bigger this time, the cocktail more gin-heavy. The plane 

bounced a little, and the pilot came onto the PA to say something 

about wearing seat belts through this “choppy air.” What a funny 

sounding problem, choppy air. There was no such thing closer to 

Earth. Air was clean or polluted, breezy or still, cold or warm, 

humid or dry. Never choppy. Really, what the hell was the pilot 

talking about? Choppy air.  

And then there was one. Phil had a stare down with this final 

drink. Which, indeed, was spilling a bit due to the choppy air. How 

many drinks was it now? Was it even legal to serve so much booze 

to one man on a plane? Didn’t the airline know about alcoholics?  

He closed his eyes, put the cool fizzy liquid to his lips, let it fizz 

there for a moment, let it feel good, then—chug chug chug.  

“You better go to the bathroom if you’re going to puke,” Stanley 

said.  

Phil hadn’t thought about puking, but now that Stanley 

mentioned it, maybe it wasn’t such a bad idea.  

“I’m sorry,” Phil said, and he added, “You’ve been patient with 

me,” and, realizing how cheesy and strange that must have sounded, 

said, “My dad was a military man, very strict, hardass, you know the 

type,” and then he began collecting his thoughts for a long 

discussion about loneliness and women, and the anxiety he’d always 
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felt in a woman’s presence, and that he never did figure out how to 

save or spend money.  

But he lost his grip on his thoughts, and what came out was, 

“Amanda hates me and I don’t know why.”  

“Go to the bathroom.” 

“Do a magic trick.”  

“I ought to get a refund for this.”  

“Some magician.”  

Phil closed his eyes. Things were spinning now. He hadn’t been 

drunk in years, and it was both freeing and frightening to be so far 

from his body. Then he felt someone removing his seat belt. He 

looked down, expecting to see Stanley’s marshmallow hands, but 

no. The hands were milky and thin. Thin? 

He looked up. It couldn’t be, but it was—it was the blurry, 

beautiful face of the woman in row 17.  

“You,” Phil said.  

She helped him to his feet and, with her arms under his, she 

walked behind him as she nudged him toward the back of the plane. 

Things were really spinning, faces were skin-colored blurs, and 

although he thought he could find the bathroom alone, he was so 

very, very grateful, and he wanted to tell her so, but instead of 

words, some garbage-smelling air rose up into his mouth.  

The woman opened the bathroom door for him and he stepped 

in. 

“Thank you. You’re beautiful,” he managed.  

Her eyes were green.  

She shut the door. Now he was alone with the silver toilet and 

the low hum of the airplane bathroom and the mirror where he 

faced himself. What a mess his hair was, his hair, so wiry on his 

balding head. No wonder women hated him; he needed his hair 

back. The hair was leaving him like his thoughts, floating into the 

choppy air.  

He folded his knees under him to fit into the small space that 
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was the airplane bathroom floor, and he retched into the metal 

bowl. Some of it spattered back into his face. The force pushed little 

tears out of his eyes. A knock on the door. 

“You okay?” It was the flight attendant. 

“I’m fine,” Phil said before retching again. Was that a piece of 

his esophagus that just fell in?  

“Drink some water in there, sir,” the attendant said.  

Even through his drunken haze Phil recognized the tone in that 

awful word, “sir.” Artificiality. Formality. Reluctance. Distance. 

Arrogance. The tone a cashier uses when he’s reached the end of 

his shift and is only going through the motions. When Amanda 

hugged him goodbye and said, Have a good flight.  
He wiped his mouth. Slowly, he stood up. The room rotated 

like a carousel he couldn’t leap off of, the dizziness unbearable. The 

bathroom floor shifted under his feet.  

He washed his hands and face. Maybe the lights flickered. He 

opened the door and stepped down the aisle, carefully and 

deliberately, to his seat.  

“Buckle up,” Stanley said. “Turbulence.”  

A crackle, a deep voice—Ladies and gentlemen the captain has 

turned on the fasten seat belt sign—and Phil could see why, with the 

plane spinning in circles, the lights blinking, the air coming down on 

the plane like a sledgehammer.  

Phil buckled up.  

Sure enough, as soon as he clasped the buckles together, Phil 

rose from his seat and found himself suspended, the seat belt cutting 

into his abdomen. Another jolt. He crashed back into the seat. The 

plane lit up, went dark, and lit up again.  

“Is this normal?” Phil asked. 

“I wouldn’t say so,” Stanley said.  

“Are we going to crash?”  

“No,” Stanley said. Stanley was still reading his book. “Have 

some faith in the pilots.”  

Phil was unconvinced. He leaned into his chair and tried to 
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relax. He closed his eyes and recalled the morning ocean with 

Amanda. The foamy tide washing sand from his bare feet. Icy cold, 

refreshing, the rising sun’s heat on his neck.  

“But if we do crash,” Stanley said.  

Phil listened with interest but stayed there on the ocean shore. A 

long moment passed. Finally, he opened his eyes. Stanley was still 

reading his book.  

“If we do crash?” Phil asked.  

“What?”  

 “You said, ‘But if we do crash.’” 

 “I didn’t.”  

 “I heard you.” 

 “You’re intoxicated, Mr. Darryl.” 

“Darrow,” Phil said. “Darrow Darrow Darrow.” 

Stanley shook his head.  

Phil scanned the plane and its passengers with the heightened 

awareness that everything, eventually, is doomed to be lost. But 

soon the sledgehammer stopped its pounding, and the plane 

steadied. The drama seemed to be over, and the anxious passengers 

had quieted. There would be no crash. But nevertheless, life’s 

crucial questions buzzed in Phil’s brain now, vague but powerful 

questions about mortality for which he had no answers, and of 

course, he found himself thinking again of Amanda. He couldn’t 

bear to guess what it was going to feel like walking into his apartment 

knowing they were no longer connected. Which is why, if the plane 

had been crashing after all, he would have fixed his mind on her—
not his mother or sister or Bob Boyle or anyone else—her 

handmade dresses, her bare feet avoiding broken shells on the 

shore, her habit of chewing on her pinky nail. The phone 

conversations late into the night, laughing, their questions, “What’s 

something I don’t know about you?”  

Phil imagined it. The overhead compartments would open up 

like clouds, and bags of all colors would rain down on screaming 
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passengers. Against gravity he would reach into his pocket and pull 

out his phone. He’d find Amanda’s number, dial it, and each ring 

would feel several minutes long, because plane crashes always 

happen in slow motion. As her sweet voice would finally sing into 

his ear, he’d glimpse through the window the great white face of the 

moon, its long dull tail wavering, hovering in blackness. It’d take 

him until the beep at the end of Amanda’s request to “Please leave a 

message” to realize the moon’s tail was a reflection. The plane was 

headed into the Pacific Ocean. He’d have so many things to say that 

he’d say nothing. He’d breathe into the phone, rapid and shallow, 

knowing that what was to come would not hurt. And just like that, as 

in the movies when a character is about to meet his end and knows 

it, Phil would see a few dashing images—Amanda’s freckled 

unsmiling face, his mother standing with scissors on the porch 

before a haircut in summer, the gunshots and military salutes at his 

dad’s funeral—and there would be no time left for him to hang up.  
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